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1 BACKGROUND 
The agricultural sector and its developments in transition economies have drawn 
attention of international economists. A dramatic decline of farm performance and 
its causes became one of the most popular topics in the corresponding stream of 
economic literature. Several econometric studies on Russian agriculture address 
the question of impact of financial determinants on farm performance. In those 
studies, aggregated oblast data on Russian regions or individual farm data within 
one region are used (see e.g. ARNADE and GOPINATH, 2000; EPSTI-IN, 2001; 
OSBORNE and TRUEBLOOD, 2001; SCHULZE et al., 2001). The time path of one 
decade allowed gathering sufficient farm level data. Thus the econometric 
analysis can be expanded and performed at the micro level. 
To understand the motivation of the study, it is helpful to briefly review some of 
the policy changes in Russian agriculture and also to give a general description 
on input and output adjustments and the development of productivity in agricul-
ture. Ten years of transition from the socialist system to a market economy have 
brought an invaluable experience to the whole Russian economy and to its sec-
tors, including agriculture. Transition to a market system in agriculture required 
the emergence of the new production units, since agricultural producers of the 
Soviet era demonstrated their inability to operate in a market economy. Large 
collective {kolkhozes) and state {sovkhozes) farms passed through the reorganiza-
tion and restructuring campaign initiated in 1991-1992. Following enactment of 
the relevant legislation, state and collective farms have been transformed into a 
wide variety of farm organisations, such as producer co-operatives, joint stock 
companies, limited liability companies, partnerships, and individual farms. The 
land of collective and state farms was distributed equally per capita among col-
lective farm members or state farm employees in the form of paper shares or cer-
tificates. The most radical form of farm restructuring was the break-up of collec-
tive or state farms into individual farms (see also SVETLOV, 2000). By the year 
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1995, almost all former kolkhozes and sovkhozes in Russia were re-registered. 
Recent surveys in the Ukraine and Russia showed that about a half of the farm 
employees reports that no real change has taken place so far in 'reorganised' 
farms (MACOURS and SWINNEN, 2000). The only real change to be observed is 
the abolition of imposed production plans. Similar findings that the reform did 
not really change the internal management, their actual organization, and work 
incentives are also reported in (LERMAN, 1998; LIEFERT and SWINNEN, 2002). 
Russia is assigned a score of 5.6 on a 10-point scale for the level of the eco-
nomic policy reform that indicates its incompleteness (see CSABA and FOCK, 
2000). 
In parallel with large-scale farms restructuring, the Russian agriculture turned to 
organise family farms that immediately resulted in an increasing number of fam-
ily farms from 4400 in 1991 to 270000 in 1994. It can be observed that family 
farming did not overtake the large-scale farming as it was expected. The share of 
private family farms in total agricultural production by year 2001 does not ex-
ceed 3 %, about 6 % of agricultural land is involved in their operation. Recent 
developments in the sector demonstrate the new trend of emerging the vertically 
integrated agro-food companies (RYLK.O, 2001). These companies originate from 
other sectors of economy and invest in agricultural production. The extensive 
reviews of the previously existing and new fanning structures in Russia can be 
found in SEROVA (2002). 
The agricultural enterprises, being the main agricultural producers in the Soviet 
time, still remain the dominant group, producing 94 % of cereals, 96 % of sugar 
beet, 88.5 % of sunflower and 69.8 % of eggs on average in 1995-2000. Their 
contribution to the gross agricultural output (GAO) declined from 50.2 % in 
1995 to 43.1 % in 2000 (GOSKOMSTAT, 2001). However, in institutional sense 
these producers are still dominant in Russian agriculture (LIEFERT and OSBORNE, 
2002). The performance of the agricultural sector is and most likely will be de-
termined by the performance of these producers. Remarkably, the most success-
ful producers that form the Club "Agro-300" are the large producers that account 
for only 1.1 % of the population of agricultural enterprises and contribute about 
16.1 % to the GAO, on average in 1997-1999 (NlKlTlN, 2002). 
The main feature of the first decade of transition has been a substantial drop in 
agricultural production, especially in the livestock sector. Productivity decline is 
evident from a casual glance at partial productivity measures, such as the total 
value of output per unit of land or labor (OSBORNE and TRUEBLOOD, 2002; 
SVETLOV, 2002b). After an initial dip in agricultural production, Russian agri-
culture was expected to recover significantly. However, GAO has declined by 
over 40% between 1991-1998', and more than half of the enterprises were un-
This figure is given for all types of producers. Gross agricultural output by agricultural 
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profitable after year 1993 (GOSKOMSTAT, 2001; p. 547). In 1997, the sector dem-
onstrated a small economic growth of 1.7 %. After the financial crisis of 1998, the 
sector started to recover and obtained an annual growth of 5 % on average in 
1999-2001 and the number of loss making farms declined to 50,7 % in 2000:. A 
stabilization of the sector in 1999-2001 allows the economists to forecast its 
growth in the future considering a 3-4 % annual GDP growth (LIEFERT and 
OSBORNE, 2002). 
This paper further reviews the financial situation in agricultural sector such as 
farm insolvency and soft budget constraint phenomenon, subsidizing and credit 
policies. Next, a set of empirical research questions is formulated that address 
the issue of financial determinants impact on farm performance. Corresponding 
with research questions, the methodological considerations are presented. The 
big issue in microeconomic modelling arises when the data from transition 
economy are used. Therefore, attention is paid in justifying the methodological 
approach and in underlying the valid assumptions. The paper concludes with a 
discussion on the possible impact of financial variables on performance and 
some methodological issues. 
2 FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT AS A FACTOR OF FARM 
PERFORMANCE 
2.1 Prices and subsidies in agriculture 
Following price liberalization in 1992, all relative prices started to approach 
world levels. Price liberalization has resulted in a so-called price disparity be-
tween industrial and agricultural sector. At the end of 1992, the gap or price dis-
parity became extremely large: prices of farm output went up 9.4 times and 
prices of industrial output increased by 33.8 times (GOSKOMSTAT, 2001). The 
declining terms of trade, especially in the beginning of reform, is named as one 
of the major reasons of the current unfavorable situation in agricultural sector 
(STROKOV et al., 2000; VARSHAVSKIY, 2000). In the period 1995-2000, the gap 
between prices reduced. 
In the centralized Russian economy, subsidies were the key element of price pol-
icy as they compensated for the difference between administered prices and actual 
enterprises reduced even more dramatically: 1991-1998 by 60%. Given the tendency to 
overreport production during the Soviet era, the actual output drop may have been some-
what smaller (OSBORNE and TRUEBLOOD, 2002). 
Producers tend to reduce declared profits, thus the number of loss-making farms could be 
somewhat smaller (see e.g. YASTREBOVA, 2001). On the other hand, the threat of bank-
ruptcy would counterbalance the incentives to exaggerate losses, thus the number of loss-
making farms is probably accurate (OSBORNE and TRUEBLOOD, 2002). 
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costs of products. Historically, agricultural producers were granted output subsi-
dies and compensations for input costs. Input subsidies (compensations) were paid 
directly to producers for a range of agricultural inputs as for instance fertilizers 
and chemicals. Output subsidies are price-premiums. Both output and input sub-
sidies are granted to the farm a posteriori and depend on actual production and 
costs. In practice, subsidies are received with a few months delay (SEROVA et al., 
2001). In 1992, the government introduced direct subsidies for livestock prod-
ucts. Since then, livestock sector absorbs a large fraction of total budgetary 
transfers while still remaining the major loss-making sector in agriculture. In the 
Moscow Region about 82 % of gross subsidies were granted for livestock pro-
duction in 1997-1998 (see MINSELKHOZPROD, 2000). 
Since 1998-1999, the subsidising policy has shifted to the regional level. By the 
year 2000, two thirds of the domestic support was financed by the regional min-
istries of agriculture, which tend to implement different (incoherent) agricultural 
support policies (NlKITiN, 2002). Regional and federal budgets finance similar 
state support programs. Double support programs, especially when one of either 
programs is not stimulating any incentives by setting lower subsidy rates, are 
inefficient (SEROVA et al., 2002). 
Compared to the pre-refonn situation, the farms are not heavily subsidized any 
more. For example, in Moscow Region the subsidies e.g. for milk in 1996-1999 
remained at the level 100 Roubles per 1000 kg, whereas the milk prices in-
creased by 3 times in the same period. Having the declining trends in both out-
put and subsidies, the share of subsidies in the regional agricultural output re-
mains about 12.5 % in 1997-1998 (see MINSELKHOZPROD, 2000). According to 
LEGEIDA (2001), in transition economies the direct (explicit) support transmits 
into indirect (implicit) support such as reduction of taxes, subsidized credit rates, 
forgiveness and restructuring of debts, etc. In the Moscow Region, for example, 
part of the debts of input suppliers to the regional budget is transferred into the 
subsidy to agricultural producers by supplying the machinery and equipment to 
them (PARSIIINTCEV, 2000). 
By contrast with indirect state support, direct price subsidies and costs compen-
sations are expected to be transparent and reflected in the budget documents. 
The national statistical yearbooks hardly provide any regional or national data 
on the level of subsidies or subsidy rates differentiated by outputs and inputs. 
SEROVA et al. (2001) admit that data on budgetary transfers from different statis-
tical sources are conflicting and that the budget expenditures for the agro-food 
sector are not transparent. This complicates the analysis of subsidy policies. 
Subsidies and compensations differ among the regions. Some regions set higher 
subsidy rates for products sold within than outside the region, thus introducing 
implicit trade barriers (SEROVA et al., 2002). Within a region the subsidy rates 
may differ by the level of e.g. livestock productivity, type of climate zone, sea-
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son of a year, type of the final consumer such as the state or baby-food produc-
ers, etc. (BORKHUNOV and NAZARENKO, 2000). The subsidy policy in the Mos-
cow region applies the same subsidy rates to all producers irrespective of pro-
ductivity and location. 
2.2 Farm business insolvency 
Indebtedness of the enterprises has been a problem from the beginning of reforms 
of the Russian economy. This problem was particularly severe in the farming sec-
tor (YANUYKH and YASTREDOVA, 2002). Payments due among and within the sec-
tors of the economy continue tightening the activities of producers in many sec-
tors of economy. Agricultural enterprises also accumulated high debts. The level 
of debt payables both long- and short-term in constant prices increased through-
out 1995-2000 by 1.5 times. In 2000, about 80 % of Russian farms had overdue 
debts (by longer than 3 months for short-term and by longer than a year for 
long-term). 
UZUN (2001) defines five groups of farms in according their solvency. By such 
classification, the first group of financially sound farms (22 % in 1999-2000) 
produces 51.5 % of total marketable output. By comparison, the worst perform-
ing group includes 27 % of farms and contributes 6.4 % to the revenue and has a 
level of outstanding debts that is four times larger than that of the first group. A 
clear observation is that farms do differ a lot in terms of their level of financial 
performance. Several factors may contribute to it. 
One of the concomitant features of farm insolvency is the phenomenon of soft 
budgetary constraint (SBC) that is routine loan forgiveness. This phenomenon 
provides an explanation for the weak incentive to improve performance. The 
theory of SBC also predicts that poorly performing farms will have a high per-
centage of revenue from subsidies (OSBORNE and TRUEBLOOD, 2002). As fol-
lows from the study of SCHAFFER (1998), the state in transition countries tends 
to soften the liquidity constraints mostly by means of allowing the enterprises to 
generate tax arrears that is a part of total debt payables. 
The major creditors of agricultural enterprises in Russia are suppliers and the 
state (budget and non-budgetary founds). At the end of 2000 the share of debts 
on loans to the banks and other creditors is about 16 % of total debt payables 
(GOSKOMSTAT, 2001, p. 559). The largest component of debt receivables in 1996-
2000 on dairy farms in the Moscow Region is a debt to suppliers (53 %), tax ar-
rears with debts to social insurance funds constitute 29 %, wage arrears - 12 %. 
2.3 Agricultural credit 
From the very beginning of the economic reforms in Russia, the agricultural sec-
tor has been faced with a lack of credit resources. It was a natural consequence 
of credit market liberalization: like any other resource, credit has flown away to 
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the most profitable economies. Since then, the government introduced new 
methods of credit granting in agriculture, so called direct credit. The main pur-
pose of this system was to provide the agricultural sector with seasonal credit to 
replenish its working capital and thus to replace the old 'planned' system during 
the transition period. However, the provision of directed credit both in monetaiy 
(1992-1994) and commodity (1995-1996) forms has marked the beginning of 
the deterioration of farm solvency, periodic debt restructuring and debt write-
offs (YANBYKH and YASTRCBOVA, 2002). 
Credit market for agricultural producers still has to be developed. Commercial 
banks do not supply loans to agricultural enterprises because of their insolvency. 
The regional administrations grant credits to indebted farms a) to give the farms 
a chance to improve their financial performance; b) to use the regional quota for 
credit resources available from the Special Credit Fund established in 1997 
(YANBYKH and YASTREBOVA, 2002). The role of credit is slowly becoming more 
important: its level increased by 2.4 times and its share in cash receipts in-
creased from 3 % in 1995 to 11 % in 2000. Poor financial discipline of farms 
still results in accumulating overdue debts to banks. However, its declining trend 
in 1998-2000 may indicate an improvement of farm performance. 
3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
From the agricultural policy view it is important to investigate how subsidizing 
policy, soft budget constraints, credit supply contribute to the performance of 
agricultural enterprises. To generate valid policy recommendations, it is neces-
sary to study through which mechanism these policies influence farm decisions 
on input-output allocation and furthermore, the farm performance. Depending on . 
the definition of farm performance, the research may result in analysis of the 
impact of subsidy, credit and debts on technical change, profitability, technical 
efficiency, allocative efficiency and overall economic efficiency. 
In the analysis of the data from transition economies the neo-classical economic 
framework was both criticized and applied. It is argued in the study of SEROVA 
and KHRAMOVA (2001) that producers in a collapsing agriculture in transition 
have a specific objective function following from their behavior aiming at sur-
vival: farms tend to preserve their assets and personnel despite the opposite re-
quirements of profit-maximizing behavior. SVETLOV (2002a) models the utility 
function of large-scale farms and concludes that it is determined by the level of 
depreciation, wages and the cost for maintaining the social facilities. The exact 
nature of the objective of agricultural enterprises has not been well defined yet. 
Neo-classical economic theory has been widely applied in agriculture and thus 
generated a tremendous stock of knowledge. This research starts from adjusting 
the neo-classical firm model to conditions of transition economy. Reflecting dif-
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ferent definitions of farm performance and aiming at answering the research 
questions, several approaches are developed. 
Addressing the question of the relation between input-output allocation, finan-
cial constraints and performance, the profit function framework can be applied. 
Under a lack of finance, gross subsidies may serve as a source of liquidity thus 
allowing for the assumption that producers are maximizing the overall short-
term profit plus gross subsidies. The gross subsidies may have a pure wealth ef-
fect without altering the input-output decisions or, if they are coupled to levels of 
inputs and outputs, they may influence the net returns obtained by the farms, e.g. 
play a similar role as prices and thus have a reallocation effect. Thus, the effect of 
subsidies may be studied in two alternative ways: introducing them as fixed inputs 
into the profit function or introducing them as price correctors. Given the fact that 
price effects are not well studied at the Russian farms, utilising the profit function 
approach fills this gap. This approach also allows for deriving shadow prices of 
fixed inputs, which provide information about their scarcity. 
To combine economic and technological dimensions in defining the farm per-
formance, the efficiency analysis is considered to be fruitful. Farm production 
involves both input and output. In an input oriented model the objective is to 
produce the observed outputs with as little inputs as possible. In an output-
oriented model the objective is to maximize the level of output from the ob-
served amount of inputs or resources. An output-oriented approach seems rea-
sonable for modeling the Russian agricultural production, which is characterized 
by limited inputs because of a lack of finance for nearly each individual farm. 
FARE et al. (1994) refer to the following definition of output-oriented efficiency 
measures. Technical efficiency refers to the ability of a firm to obtain maximal 
output from a given set of inputs. Allocative efficiency reflects the ability of a 
firm to obtain maximal revenue producing the outputs in optimal proportions, 
given their respective prices and production technology. The product of techni-
cal and allocative efficiency measures gives the overall economic efficiency (see 
FARE et al., 1994 for more details). To analyse the impact of subsidies on effi-
ciency, it is possible to derive the allocative efficiency measure when prices are 
adjusted and not adjusted for the subsidies. The comparison of these measures 
would give the effect of subsidies. The efficiency measures computed in this 
way would reflect the ability of farms in obtaining revenues from the market and 
revenues from the state budget (subsidies). 
The production function framework has been widely applied in analysing the 
relations between the production factors and outputs, thus quantifying the effects 
of inputs on either production or productivity. Recent literature uses this frame-
work in studying the effect of e.g. (a) ownership, competition and privatization 
on industrial firm's productivity in Russia (BROWN and EARLE, 2000; 2001) and 
in Ukraine (SCHNYTZER and ANDREYEVA, 2002). In these studies, so-called 
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shifters are introduced as dummy variables or in the form of indices or ratios. 
The level of subsidies (or credits, debts) may also be treated as a production 
function factor. The rationale for incorporating e.g. financial factors in the pro-
duction function is they affect the productivity of regular inputs, and as such 
they affect total factor productivity. The outcome of such analysis would be the 
quantification of the impact of both production factors (as usually referred in the 
literature: land, capital, labor and variable inputs) and financial factors (for exam-
ple, the level of subsidy). 
4 THE DATA SOURCE 
Farm level data as the main source of data are required in addressing the pro-
posed research questions. The data problems appearing when studying the tran-
sition economies are mentioned in many studies. The first problem is the data 
availability. Particularly at the beginning of transition, the official statistical in-
formation was weak and not very reliable. The way out is to either take data 
available and see how far one can get, or collect data by means of surveys and 
case studies (HANISCH et al , 2002). 
Different data sets of Russian farms, complementing each other, are available 
for the period 1995-2000. The main data source are the agricultural registries 
from the Goskomstat (State Committee for Statistics) that contain annual records 
on all Russian medium and large agricultural enterprises (about 27000 annu-
ally). These data are based on the reports, which are submitted to local statistical 
offices and correspond with other forms submitted to tax offices and thus are the 
only official sources of farm accounting system available. The registry has a 
rather broad range of technological variables (land area by varieties of crops, 
heads of animals, crop and livestock output by types in physical and Rouble val-
ues, inputs by categories in Rouble value, etc.) but lacks the variables on farm 
financial aspects such as credits, debts. As an advantage, the data set includes 
detailed data on input and output subsidies. 
The data from a subset of farms located in the Moscow region are supplemented 
with financial reports such as balance sheet, income and capital statements, etc. 
(forms 1 -5 in Russian accounting). Livestock sector takes a leading role in agri-
cultural production of large-scale farms in the region. About 140 farms (almost 
one third of regional number of farms) specialize in milk production with its 
share in gross revenue larger then 60 %. 
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5 T O O L S FOR THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
When a large number of observations is available, powerful statistical and non-
statistical methods can be used. The regression analysis and the Data Envelop-
ment Analysis (DEA) are useful tools for analyzing the data in line with the pre-
sented theoretical frameworks. 
The parametric regression analysis can be utilized for any of the mentioned ap-
proaches. The availability of panel data can be explicitly taken into account, by 
assuming that each farm has a farm-specific intercept in the profit or production 
function. Thus, the fixed-effect model can be estimated. The farm-specific inter-
cepts reflect variation in farm-specific characteristics such as soil, climate, mana-
gerial and farm worker capabilities. The reverse causality problem between finan-
cial measures on the right hand side and profit or output on the left hand side, in 
other words the problem that subsidies may more likely go to worse farms or that 
high debts may be generated by low performing firms, can be handled by apply-
ing an instrumental variable technique. The instrumental variables that would 
explain the variance in financial variables and are uncorrelated with the depend-
ent variable should be constructed. Several groups of instruments are proposed. 
Following BROWN and EARLE (2000), the first group consists of instruments 
computed as the average value over all the other farms in the region. The second 
group of instrumental variables for financial factors consists of their lagged val-
ues. The third instrument for subsidies is the share of actually paid gross subsi-
dies to its projected level in the federal budget. 
The efficiency of production, in addition, can be defined with the DEA, which is 
a non-parametric method. There is an ongoing discussion in the literature about 
the choice of Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA), which is parametric, and DEA 
in empirical implications. Most likely farms face common regional prices, so a 
lack of price variation would result in difficult econometric estimation while ap-
plying the SFA. The DEA is sensitive to variable selection and data errors. 
Given the condition of data clearance and careful constructing of variables, the 
DEA seems to be a useful approach. Next, the DEA allows incorporating con-
straints on debts or credits rather straightforward, thus in addition to the impact 
of subsidies, the impact of debts or credits on efficiency measures can be stud-
ied. As an advantage of DEA, this approach does not require the specification of 
the functional form for stochastic frontier that is a necessary requirement for 
SFA. 
6 DISCUSSION 
This paper aims at formulating research questions based on descriptive national 
statistics and recent literature. Neo-classical models are found to be useful in in-
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vesligating effects of institutional change on resource allocation (HANMSCH et al., 
2002). The neo-classical theory forms the theoretical framework for analysing the 
effect of financial determinants on input-output allocation and performance. Per-
formance indicators are technical, allocative and economic efficiency as well as 
profitability and productivity. It is also important to account for the relatively 
new discipline of New Institutional Economics as it may contribute to the inter-
pretation of results from neoclassical models (HANISCH et al., 2002). 
This paper proposes to investigate the impact of the following financial vari-
ables: subsidies, short-term credits and debts. The impact of subsidies on re-
source allocation and performance may be positive and negative. At the micro 
level, subsidies can create impediments to competition through unequal condi-
tions for functioning of the farms. Furthermore, they can lead to ineffective dis-
tribution of resources, give wrong market signals and perpetuate loss-making 
enterprises (LFGEIDA, 2001). Analysis of the state subsidizing policy in Russia 
presented in SF.ROVA et al. (2001) shows that subsidy transfers are mostly ineffi-
cient in Russian agriculture because they are aimed at covering the deficit of 
working capital. Instead they might be used to assist in promoting the institu-
tions for agrarian developments. Compensations for fodder to livestock and 
poultry producing farms prolong their inefficient business and stimulate unfair 
competition. Compensations of expenses for grain and oil seeds are questionable 
as these activities are profitable. Serving as extra source of finance for the farms 
that operate under severe lack of liquidity, subsidy may positively influence per-
formance. 
High debt payables may lead to deteriorating farm performance and to the bank-
ruptcy. On the other hand, short-term debts may keep farms in business when 
debts are used as a source of working capital (see also YASTREBOVA, 2001) under 
given conditions that neither the state nor suppliers harden the budget constraints. 
In developed economies, short-term credit would positively affect the produc-
tion and the performance of farms suffering from a lack of financial resources. 
In transition economies, under conditions of underdeveloped credit markets and 
prevailing farm insolvency, credit may not relieve the financial constraint, as 
farms may not experience a lack of credit. 
The research can be performed with panel data from a large number of Russian 
farms. The advantage of the large sample on all large-scale farms in Russia is that 
results can be generalized for Russian agriculture. A smaller sample of dairy farms 
from the Moscow Region is not fully representative for the whole Russia, thus the 
limitation is that results of the analysis can be generalized for farms in other re-
gions of Russia with some caution. Nevertheless, the micro econometric models 
can be immediately applied to other large-scale farms in the Moscow Region and 
other regions of Russia. Other advantages of using a smaller sample of specialized 
farms are that a) the sample is homogeneous as it is required for microeconomic 
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modelling; b) it has a larger list of financial variables and some of the missing 
values can be recovered. 
The choice upon the functional form is important to make when modelling profit 
or production function. Literature on micro econometric modelling suggests the 
use of flexible functional forms since they do not impose arbitrary restrictions on 
the underlying technology. Commonly used flexible functional forms are Trans-
log, the Symmetric Normalised Quadratic (SNQ) and Normalised Quadratic (NQ) 
(see OUDE LANSINK. and THIJSSEN, 1998). SNQ and NQ allow for both positive 
and negative values on the left-hand side. In addition, these functions allow for 
imposing convexity in prices globally and thus can be recommended for profit 
function models. However, the NQ functional form has a serious disadvantage 
compared to the SNQ, i.e. the estimates of the NQ depend on the choice of the 
numeraire (see BOOTS, 1999; DlEWERTand WALES, 1987 for details). The trans-
log functional form is less complicated in modelling. It has been widely used in 
agricultural production analysis and can be considered for production function 
modelling. 
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ABSTRACT 
Large-scale farms in transitional Russia demonstrate a declining performance 
that is reflected in a large number of unprofitable farms, falling output and lower 
productivity. These farms remain the main producers of cereals, sunflower, 
sugar beet, eggs and accumulate about 82 % of total agricultural land in Russia. 
Being the major players in agricultural sector, their performance and in particu-
lar their decision-making are of high interest for policy makers. This paper re-
views the developments in agricultural sector focusing on financial policies such 
as subsidies, credit and soft budget constraints. Reviewing the policy outcomes, 
a set of empirical research questions addressing the issue of financial determi-
nants impact on farm performance is formulated. Corresponding with research 
questions, the methodological considerations are presented. Regression analysis 
and Data Envelopment Analysis are discussed as tools for empirical research. 
The paper concludes with a discussion on the possible impact of financial vari-
ables on performance and some methodological issues. 
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PE3IOME 
17POM3BO/ICTBO nPOß,yKU,HH KPVÜHblMH POCCHMCKHMH 
CEJIbCK0X03nPlCTBEHHblMM nPEMUPMHTHflMMMMX0I1HAHCOBAMCPE/JA: 
METOßOßormECKMM noMxojj 
HPHHA EEVIETIKHIIA 
npoM3Bo;tcTBo npo.ayKnnH KpyriHbix cej]bCKoxo3HHCTBeiiiibix npcanpHHTHH B 
POCCHH nepexo^Horo nepHO/ja ÓTJiHHaeica TeiweHUHefi K CHHJKCHHIO, HTO no; i -
TBep>KAaeTca 6ojibiunM KOJIHHCCTBOM y6biTOHtibix XCBHMCTB, yMeHbiueHneM 
o6i.eMOB npoH3BOflCTBa H na,aeHneM noKa3aiejieH npoH3BO,HHTejibHOCTH. B TO 
» e BpeMH 3TH X03»HCTBa npOflOJDKaiOT ' OCTaBaTbCH OCHOBHbIMH npOH3BO^HTe-
jiHMH 3epHOBbix, noacoJineHHHKa, caxapnoH CBeioibi H AHU, a T a o c e o6pa6a -
TbiBawT nopa^Ka 82 % O6HIHX cejibCK0X03HHCTBeHHbix njiomafleß B POCCHH. 
FIOCKOJlbKy OHH HBJIHIOTCH BaHCHCHIlIHMH HrpOKaMH B CeJIbCK0X035HICTBeHH0M 
CCKTOpe, HX np0H3B0flHTe^bH0CTb H, B OCOÖeHHOCTH, HX B03flCHCTBHe Ha IipH-
HHTHe peuicHHH npcacTaBJiaer 3iiaHHTejibiibiH Hirrepec nun BJiiürrejibHbix nojiH-
THKOB. B 3T0M flOKJia^e OCBeiliaeTCH pa3BHTHe B CeJIbCK0X03HHCTBeiIH0M ceKTope 
C (J)OKyCHpOBaHHeM BHHMaHHH Ha 4>HHaHCOBOH nOJIHTHKe, BKJHOHaa CyßcHflHH, 
Kpe^HTbi H MarKHe 6ioA>KeTHbie orpaHHneHH». I IOMHMO oÔ3opa pe3yjibxàT0B n o -
JIHTH4eCKHX fleHCTBHH B HeM CqbopMyjIHpOBaH pH/T BOnpOCOB SMnHpHHeCKHX HC-
CJieflOBaHHH, KOTOpbie KacaiOTCfl BJIH5IHHH OCHOBHblX (JjHHaHCOBblX (^aKTOpOB Ha 
flCSTejlbHOCTb CejlbCKOX03flHCTBeHHbIX npeflnpHHTHH. B CBH3H C HCCJieflyeMblMH 
BonpocaMH npHBeAeHbi neKOTopbie MeTOflonorHiecKHe cooöpaaceHHH. B Kanecr-
Be HHCTpyMenTOB 3MnHpH4ecKHX HccjieaoBanHH paccMOTpeubi perpeccHOHHbiM 
aHajiH3 H anajiH3 OÔOJIOHKH flaHiiux. JJoKJiaji 3aKaHqHBaeTca paccMOTpenHeM 
B03MO>KHOrO BJIHHHHH ({)HHaHCOBbIX nepeMCHHblX Ha XapaKTepHCTHKH fleHTeJIb-
HOCTH CejlbCKOX03HHCTBeHHbIX npe/inpH«THH H HeKOTOpblX MeTOflOJIOrHHeCKHX 
BOnpOCOB. 
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